Introduction

Background
The composition, establishment and functional maintenance of any ecosystem are largely driven by the interactions between individuals [1] , and microbial communities are no exception [2] . The fundamental basis of all studies of interactions between cell populations are synthetic co-culture systems: experimental set-ups where "two or more different populations of cells are grown with some degree of contact between them" [3] . Synthetic co-cultures have gained particular interest from microbiologists in recent years due to their reduced complexity and increased controllability, which favours them over more complex natural systems for examining ecological theories [4] and also for more specific industrial, medical and environmental applications such as industrial fermentation and the production of chemical compounds [5] .
A more specific application of co-cultures is bioaugmentation, where the biomass in soil or water treatment plants is altered by the addition of certain microbial strains that have been selected for their ability to degrade specific chemical compounds [6] . From a microbial ecological perspective, bioaugmentation represents a kind of microbial invasion process, where the strains introduced to augment resident community functionality are the invaders. For example, during the treatment of drinking water, the common groundwater pollutant 2,6-dichlorobenzamide (2,6-BAM) must be removed below a threshold concentration of 0.1 µg L 1 to meet the EU Directive on Drinking Water [7] . However, the endogenous microbial communities in the sand filters (SFs) of such drinking water treatment plants are not capable of achieving sufficient BAM removal to respect this threshold [8] . Therefore, bioaugmentation of SFs has been proposed as an alternative strategy, by the addition of a specialized BAM mineralizer such as Aminobacter sp. MSH1 [9] . However, studies of this type of bioaugmentation of drinking water ecosystems rarely address how exactly the pesticide degrader interacts with the resident community, and other such fundamental ecological questions [10] .
In Vandermaesen et al. [11] , the authors hypothesize that the establishment of MSH1 and its subsequent BAM mineralization in SFs depend not only on exploitative competition effects, but also on other features such as interactions with resident community members. Therefore, the BAM mineralization activity of MSH1 was evaluated in sand microcosms in the presence of a selection of the 13 sand filter isolates (SFIs) described in Vandermaesen et al. [11] . Synthetic microbial communities of MSH1 combined with SFIs were subjected to an initial competition phase. Subsequently, BAM was added and the kinetics of BAM mineralization was evaluated as a measure of bioaugmentation success.
To characterize the interactions between resident community members, co-cultures of various combinations of SFIs with MSH1 were inoculated, and their mineralization kinetics was followed. However, given the total number of strains in the community, it is practically impossible to experimentally study all possible co-culture combinations. In such cases, mathematical modelling is becoming more and more appreciated as a tool for identifying possible co-cultures of interest [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Motivation and Scope
We use an individual-based modelling approach to construct the in silico counterpart of the in vitro synthetic community used in the experiments of Vandermaesen et al. [11] , with the goal of qualitatively reproducing the observed dynamics. Due to their inherent flexibility and ability to reproduce complex system-level behaviour by capturing the interactions between individuals, individual-based models (IBMs) have proven useful for addressing fundamental microbial ecology questions, such as our questions related to fundamental interactions between invader and resident community members. Other examples include IBM studies of the evolution of cooperative behaviour in microbial communities [16] and the role of spatial aggregation in maintaining cooperation between cross-feeding microbial strains [17] . However, such models are typically restricted to only a few species, hence our model of 13 species would be an outlier in this respect [4] .
Previous results with synthetic microbial communities with similar characteristics in terms of diversity and composition [18] and also for this particular synthetic community of MSH1 and 13 SFIs [11] , highlighted the importance of the initial competition phase (before the addition of BAM) where all 13 SFIs are inoculated in the co-culture. Competition between the SFIs results in extinctions, leading to a stable subcommunity of reduced richness. It is this subcommunity that is present at the moment of the BAM spike and during the subsequent mineralization period that determines the bioaugmentation success. We aim to retrieve this behaviour with our modelling approach.
For this purpose, we make use of the data obtained from the Vandermaesen et al. experiments [11] (described in Section 2) to model the competitive interactions between individual microbes. We then present the results of inferring the strain interactions (Section 3.1), incorporating this information in an IBM (Section 3.2), as well as the results of the in silico experiments it is subsequently employed for (Section 3.3). In the final section, we summarize the conclusions of the modelling and simulation studies.
Materials and Methods
In this section, we summarize the experimental set-up and procedure used by Vandermaesen et al. [11] to obtain the dataset used for the modelling and simulation studies presented in this paper.
Experimental Set-Up
The hypothesis of this in vitro study was that the establishment of MSH1 and its subsequent BAM mineralization in SFs depend on interactions with and between resident community members. Therefore, the BAM mineralization activity of MSH1 was evaluated in sand microcosm co-cultures in the presence of different combinations of 13 SFIs. Synthetic microbial communities of MSH1 combined with SFIs were co-cultured, then BAM was added and the kinetics of BAM mineralization was evaluated as a measure of bioaugmentation success.
Bacterial Strains
The specific variant of the BAM mineralizing Aminobacter sp. MSH1 [9] used in this study, MSH1-GFP, was fluorescently tagged. The 13 SFIs used were isolated from SF material from two drinking water treatment plants [11] : Acidovorax sp. S9, Undibacterium sp. S22, Brachybacterium sp. S51, Mesorhizobium sp. S158, Acidovorax sp. S164, Rhodococcus sp. K27, Acidovorax sp. K52, Aeromonas sp. K62, Paucibacter sp. K67, Pelomonas sp. K89, Rhodoferax sp. K112, Rhodoferax sp. K129, and Piscinibacter sp. K169. None of the selected SFIs were capable of BAM mineralization, avoiding any confounding effects with the BAM mineralization performance of MSH1.
Microcosm Set-Up
Microcosms were created in deep 96-well plates, containing sterile sand in every well. MSH1 and SFIs were cultured and prepared as described in Vandermaesen et al. [11] and combined in synthetic communities in such a way that the number of cells of every strain was 10 7 cells/mL. Since each community included MSH1, the total richness of a community R T is given by R T = R SFI + 1, where R SFI is the number of SFIs present. In addition to all combinations of individual SFI with MSH1 (13 combinations at R SFI = 1), all 78 different pair combinations of two SFIs with MSH1 (R SFI = 2) were tested.
Sodium acetate was provided as the only carbon source at a concentration of 150 µg L 1 in MMO medium (MMO + Ac). Assuming that 50% of acetate-C is actually assimilated, this corresponds to an AOC (assimilable organic carbon) concentration of 22 µg C /L, which is within the range of AOC values in drinking water ecosystems (20-100 µg C /L) [19] . Of every synthetic community, 100 µL was inoculated in the sand microcosms. A reference microcosm inoculated with 100 µL MSH1 at 10 7 cells/mL (R SFI = 0) was included in every deep well plate. In addition, to account for abiotic 14 CO 2 production, one negative control (R T = 0) was included, containing sand amended with 100 µL MMO + Ac. All synthetic communities and controls were replicated four times. No 14 CO 2 production was observed in the abiotic control. The plates were sealed and incubated at 20°C for 7 days.
After this initial competition phase, all wells were spiked with 5000 counts per minute 14 C-BAM, dissolved in 5 µL MMO, which corresponds to a final BAM concentration of 150 µg L 1 . BAM mineralization was then followed for approximately 130 h by trapping the produced 14 CO 2 with Ca(OH) 2 . Trapped 14 CO 2 radioactivity was quantified by digital autoradiography. The cumulative percentage 14 CO 2 was plotted relative to the total amount of 14 C added as a function of the incubation time, and hence cumulative mineralization curves were obtained.
Modelling of Mineralization Kinetics
To describe the kinetics of BAM mineralization, the modified Gompertz model [20] was used. This model is one of the most commonly used microbial growth models [21] , and is given by
where P (%) is the percentage mineralization at time t (h), A (%) is the total extent of mineralization after the exponential mineralization phase, l (% h 1 ) is the lag time, c (% h 1 ) is the endogenous mineralization rate, and µ (% h 1 ) is the maximum mineralization rate constant. The modified Gompertz model differs from the standard Gompertz model [20] in that its parameters each have a biological meaning. The Gompertz parameters of the cumulative mineralization curves were determined by least squares curve fitting, using the Trust-Region-Reflective algorithm [22, 23] , at a termination tolerance of 10 14 and allowing at most 2 ⇥ 10 5 function evaluations and 3 ⇥ 10 5 iterations. Initial parameter estimates were set at 30, 5, 0.1, and 2 for A, µ, c, and l, respectively [24] . This was implemented using Matlab R2012b (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). All values of c were zero or close to, and were hence excluded.
Description of the Dataset
From the experimental set-up described in Section 2.1, we obtained a dataset representing 13 monocultures (the individual strains) and 78 co-cultures (the pair combinations). For each of these 91 conditions, we have two types of mineralization data. First, a cumulative BAM mineralization time series consisting of achieved mineralization values at 13 time points, from t = 0 h to t = 130 h. There are four biological replicates of each time series, except where some outliers were removed as indicated in Vandermaesen et al. [11] . In total, 21 out of 364 time series were removed. After removal of these outliers, no condition had less than three replicates. The second data type consists of the fitted Gompertz parameters l, µ and A describing the mineralization kinetics, namely one set of parameters per time series.
Results and Discussion
Assessing Strain Interactions
The experiments of Vandermaesen et al. [11] focused on bioaugmentation success and therefore collected data related to BAM mineralization and MSH1 survival. The data related to the SFIs themselves are their monoculture growth curves and their monoculture survival curves on acetate (see Appendix A). These data can give us an idea of how the SFIs grow and persist in isolation, and on this basis Vandermaesen et al. [11] classified the strains according to their "intrinsic competitiveness", a classification that we can use as an additional feature of the strains. However, these data do not give us any information about how the SFIs may interact, and in particular compete, when they are inoculated together in co-culture.
The information we do have regarding the interactions between SFIs is indirect. From the differences in mineralization parameters between the different co-culture combinations, we can infer when there are interaction effects occurring between strains, by comparing the mineralization performances of MSH1 alone, in co-culture with individual SFIs, and in co-culture with both strains. The mineralization performance was studied using the Gompertz model (see Section 2.2 for details). This model has four parameters: the lag time l, the maximum mineralization rate µ, the total extent of mineralization A, and the endogenous mineralization rate c.
To study the strain interaction effects, we focus on two of these parameters: the lag time l and the maximum mineralization rate µ. These two parameters have been highlighted as key to the success of bioaugmentation strategies and are more strongly linked with both positive and negative mineralization effects than the other mineralization parameters [25] .
Identifying Strain Identity Effects
Since each synthetic community included MSH1, the total richness of a community R T is given by R T = R SFI + 1, where R SFI is the number of SFIs present. In addition to all combinations of individual SFIs with MSH1 (13 combinations at R SFI = 1), all 78 different pair combinations of two SFIs with MSH1 (R SFI = 2) were tested (further details given in Section 2). The 13 SFIs are assigned the following labels: S9, S22, S51, S158, S164, K27, K52, K62, K67, K89, K112, K129, and K169.
Previous studies have also used growth model parameters to identify different growth behaviours between microbial species, for example through the use of regression models [26] . We employ a statistical test known as the pairwise Tukey test [27] to compare values of the lag time l and mineralization rate µ across different R SFI levels. With this test it is possible to evaluate whether values of l or µ observed for a specific synthetic community are significantly different from the respective parameter values observed for a different community.
The Tukey test statistic is z =
, where m A and m B are the respective means of the observations of two populations being compared, and S E is the data's standard error [28] . The null hypothesis of the test is that the means are from the same population. The test statistic is then compared to a critical test statistic value z crit which is obtained from the studentized range distribution [29] . If z is larger than z crit , then the null hypothesis is rejected and it is concluded that the two populations are significantly different. Tests were performed at the 95% significance level, using Mathematica (version 11.0, Wolfram Research, Champaign, IL, USA).
Two types of tests were conducted. First, we compared values of l or µ for R SFI = 1 communities against R SFI = 0 (i.e., MSH1 alone) as a benchmark population. To determine the sign of the change, we consider the biological interpretation of a positive or beneficial change in these parameters. For the lag time l, a decrease in this parameter is considered a positive effect while an increase is considered a negative effect. For the mineralization rate µ, the opposite is true.
The second type of test required selecting one of the SFIs as the focal strain. The test then compared values of l or µ for the R SFI = 2 communities including this focal strain, against the values of l or µ for the corresponding R SFI = 1 community for the non-focal strain. For example, when S9 was the focal strain of the test and the parameter under consideration was l, we selected all R SFI = 2 communities containing S9. One such community contained S9, S22 and MSH1. We then compared the values of l of this community against the values of l of the community containing S22 and MSH1. This allowed us to conclude if in this case there were significant differences in lag time due to the inclusion of S9. This analysis was repeated for every strain other than the focal strain.
This test was done 13 times for each parameter, so that each of the strains was used once as the focal strain. The results of these tests are collected in the tables shown in Figures 1 and 2 . In these tables, each row collects the results of Tukey tests with a particular focal strain, e.g., the first row shows the results of tests where S9 was the focal strain, and the columns indicate the other strains being tested for interaction effects with S9.
Building the Competition Structures
Using the information gathered in Figures 1 and 2 , we represented the competition occurring between the SFIs using so-called tournament matrices. Such a matrix M for s species has dimensions s ⇥ s. If the species represented by row i outcompetes the species represented by column j, then M ij = 1. On the other hand, if the species represented by row i is outcompeted by the species represented by column j, we have M ij = 1. If i = j, then M ij = 0. Using the information in Figures 1 and 2 , we can compile such a tournament or competition matrix. The question remains how precisely to do so.
We have two possibilities: to merge the information about the lag time l and mineralization rate µ interaction effects, or to treat the parameters separately. The latter option is justified by considering that the parameters represent different biological attributes and different underlying processes [25] . This is most noticeable in their opposing effects on mineralization performance in particular; an increased parameter l is considered a negative effect while an increased parameter µ is considered a positive effect. S9 S22 S51 S158 S164 K27 K52 K62 K67 K89 K112 K129 K169
Tukey test results for the lag time l. Each row collects the results of Tukey tests with a particular focal strain, the columns then indicate the strains that were tested for interaction effects with it. The entry in cell (i, j) indicates the difference (if any) between the R SFI = 2 community containing species i and species j, and the control R SFI = 0 community: "+" indicates the R SFI = 2 parameter values were significantly larger than the R SFI = 0 values, "-" indicates they were significantly smaller, and "0" indicates no significant difference. The background colour of cell (i, j) indicates the difference (if any) between the R SFI = 2 community containing species i and species j, and the R SFI = 1 community containing species j: green indicates the R SFI = 2 parameter values were significantly smaller than the R SFI = 1 values, red indicates they were significantly larger, and no colour indicates no significant difference.
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Tukey test results for the mineralization rate µ. Each row collects the results of Tukey tests with a particular focal strain, the columns then indicate the strains that were tested for interaction effects with it. The entry in cell (i, j) indicates the difference (if any) between the R SFI = 2 community containing species i and species j, and the control R SFI = 0 community: "+" indicates the R SFI = 2 parameter values were significantly larger than the R SFI = 0 values, "-" indicates they were significantly smaller, and "0" indicates no significant difference. The background colour of cell (i, j) indicates the difference (if any) between the R SFI = 2 community containing species i and species j, and the R SFI = 1 community containing species j: green indicates the R SFI = 2 parameter values were significantly larger than the R SFI = 1 values, red indicates they were significantly smaller, and no colour indicates no significant difference.
This approach results in two competition matrices, the first based on lag time l interaction effects, and the second based on mineralization rate µ interaction effects. We look in Figure 1 (l interaction effects) or Figure 2 (µ interaction effects) for pairs of SFIs that appear to interact with each other, and check what kind of interaction appears to be taking place: is it positive or negative with respect to each of the SFIs?
This corresponds in Figures 1 and 2 to both the cell entries and the cell background colours. The cell entries indicate which kind of difference (if any) exists between the control community and the R SFI = 2 community containing the particular species corresponding to the cell row and column. These relationships can be positive, negative, or not significant. The cell background colours indicate the difference (if any) between the R SFI = 1 community containing the species corresponding to the cell column, and the R SFI = 2 community containing the particular species corresponding to the cell row and column. These relationships can also be positive, negative, or not significant.
We then obtain the following matrices representing competition between the SFIs. When considering interactions based on lag time l effects, the matrix reads: 
When considering interactions based on mineralization rate µ effects, the matrix has the form: 
An additional extension of our modelling approach that will bring it closer to reality is to also consider non-deterministic competition. Deterministic competition assumes that, if the competition structure specifies that A beats B, this will always occur: it will never be possible for B to beat A. This is reflected in the competition matrices M l and M µ , which contain only 1's (implying certain victory), 1's (certain defeat) and 0's (no competition). But this is not always realistic [30] [31] [32] . Variation between individuals can result in an individual of species A that is a particularly weak competitor, and an individual of species B that is a particularly strong competitor. If these two specific individuals meet, the outcome of the competition can be in doubt. It may be more realistic to specify a so-called winning probability [33, 34] : the probability that A beats B. Including a winning probability allows for different competition outcomes to occur, and the value of the winning probability allows us to account for the relative strengths of the individuals.
Therefore we will also consider non-deterministic competition between the SFIs, not only in terms of its effects on the diversity and stability of the community (and possible subcommunity), but in comparison with the same effects due to deterministic competition. Our immediate question is then how to assign the winning probabilities to the different pairwise competitions.
Using data related to the SFIs' monoculture growth and survival curves, Vandermaesen et al. [11] classified the "intrinsic competitiveness" of the SFIs and on this basis grouped them into strong, intermediate and weak competitors. Using this information, we can assign winning probabilities to each pairwise competition based on the relative differences in intrinsic competitiveness between the two strains. For example, competition between a weak intrinsic competitor and a strong intrinsic competitor will most likely result in the success of the latter. It should also be clear that this winning probability should be higher than the winning probability assigned to an intermediate intrinsic competitor when faced with a weak intrinsic competitor. Using this approach, we replace the 1's and 1's populating our matrices M l and M µ with rational numbers of absolute value less than 1, corresponding to the appropriate winning probability.
Using this approach, we obtain the following matrices representing non-deterministic competition. When considering interactions based on lag time l effects, the matrix has the form: 
Constructing the Individual-Based Model
To understand how the different competition structures affect the dynamics of the system, we consider the in silico counterpart of the synthetic community of 13 SFIs. We model this community using an individual-based approach, which we describe using an established standard protocol known as the ODD protocol [35] .
Overview Purpose
The aim of the model is to study how more realistic competition structures affect the in silico dynamics, particularly in terms of community diversity and stability, and investigate whether this approach can qualitatively reproduce the dynamics observed in similar in vitro studies, namely a stable and persisting subcommunity.
State Variables and Scales
The model is a two-dimensional representation of an experimental domain divided into a regular grid of size L ⇥ L = N, and populated by a community of 13 SFIs. We assign to each strain a numerical label between one and 13, in the order given in Section 3.1.1: S9, S22, S51, S158, S164, K27, K52, K62, K67, K89, K112, K129, K169. Each grid site is either occupied by a single individual, or is empty. Individuals are characterized by two state variables: grid position (x, y) and species identity s 2 {1, . . . , 13}.
Process Overview
We consider an in silico microbial community that is initially placed on the grid with a random spatial distribution. The community's initial species abundance distribution is completely even, to mimic the in vitro experimental set-up.
An individual can interact with its nearest neighbours, defined as those individuals in its von Neumann neighbourhood (the four grid cells with which it shares an edge). Three possible interactions can occur, representing the key demographic processes: reproduction, competition and mobility.
Reproduction can occur when an individual is located adjacent to an empty grid site, which is then filled with a new individual of the same species. In order to provide a form of mobility, all individuals can exchange their position with a nearest neighbour or move to a neighbouring empty site. Competition can occur between two neighbouring individuals that do not represent the same species. The outcome of the competition event is determined by the governing competition matrix; the defeated individual is removed from the grid and the grid site becomes empty.
Scheduling
The IBM proceeds using a modified version of the Gillespie algorithm [36] , to determine which interaction occurs at each time step and calculate the interaction outcome. The algorithm iterates over the following steps:
(1) Set time to t = 0 and set the event rate constants: i. deterministically: the winner is determined by the appropriate entry (being 1 or 1) in the competition matrix M l or M µ ii.
non-deterministically: a random number r c is drawn from the unit interval and compared to the appropriate winning probability M ij in the competition matrix • species i wins the competitive event if r c > |M ij | • species j wins the competitive event if r c < |M ij | (7) Update the grid according to the outcome of step 6 (8) Update the time to t = t + 1 (9) Return to step 3 and continue until t = t end This procedure is repeated for a specified number of generations, where a generation is defined as the number of steps required for each cell to be the subject of on average one interaction.
Design Concepts •
Emergence: the spatial patterns and population-level dynamics of the community emerge naturally from the interactions occurring between individuals.
• Competition based on pairwise interaction effects: the competition scheme is constructed based on pairwise interaction effects, encoded in a competition matrix.
• Non-deterministic competition: In addition to deterministic competition, we also investigate the effects of non-deterministic competition, where the victor of any competition event is not predetermined but is instead stochastic. Observation: the data collected from the IBM includes the population count of each species, the community evenness and diversity, the spatial distribution of individuals, and their time to extinction. These are tracked for each time step.
Details Initialization
The model is initialized with a random spatial distribution of individuals and empty sites. Initially, a certain proportion of grid sites is left empty; thus the system is initially below carrying capacity. The initial species abundance distribution is completely even, as is the typical approach in similar modelling studies [37] [38] [39] . Aside from the input variables, all other parameters used to initialize the model are fixed for all simulations, and are shown in Table 1 . Note in particular that the mobility rate constant e is set below the system's critical mobility rate, above which extinctions are certain due to the interactions between individuals being insufficiently localized. It has been shown for models of this type that coexistence of all species is only possible when mobility remains low and therefore individuals can only interact over small spatial scales (in our case, with their nearest neighbours) [40] . (i) M l : deterministic competition based on l interaction effects (Matrix (2)) (ii) M µ : deterministic competition based on µ interaction effects (Matrix (3)) (iii) M ⇤ l : non-deterministic competition based on l interaction effects (Matrix (4)) (iv) M ⇤ µ : non-deterministic competition based on µ interaction effects (Matrix (5)) For each of these initial settings, we run 200 replicate simulations.
In Silico Community Dynamics
Richness
To study the effects of the different types of competition on the diversity of the in silico synthetic community, we first examine the richness effects, by determining the number of surviving species after 1000 generations to see what levels of richness are maintained under the different competition structures.
In Figure 3 , we show the probability of observing a certain species richness after 1000 generations. for deterministic and non-deterministic competition based on lag time l interaction effects. With this competition structure, we observe monocultures very rarely in the deterministic case, and never in the non-deterministic case. We find final richness levels as high as eight (deterministic case) or nine species (non-deterministic case). In the deterministic case, approximately 70% of simulations result in communities of five or six species, and the same for the non-deterministic case. The distribution of final richness is more skewed towards higher richness values for the non-deterministic case, indicating a stabilizing effect on the dynamics in terms of fewer extinctions and thus higher richness, an effect observed in other modelling studies comparing deterministic and non-deterministic effects [31] . This effect is not surprising, since non-deterministic competition results in fewer prey extinctions and more predator extinctions compared to deterministic competition, and thus decreasing extinction probabilities of the most vulnerable species. The distribution of final richness for deterministic and non-deterministic competition based on mineralization rate µ interaction effects (Figure 4 ) is again more skewed towards higher richness values for the non-deterministic case, indicating a stabilizing effect on the dynamics in terms of fewer extinctions and thus higher richness. Additionally, higher richness levels are observed compared to the case of competition based on l interaction effects. No monocultures are ever observed for competition based on µ interaction effects, and in fact community richness never drops below four (deterministic case) or five species (non-deterministic case). In the deterministic case, approximately 95% of simulations result in communities of five or six species, in the non-deterministic case approximately 95% of simulations result in communities of five, six or seven species.
Thus, in both cases (l and µ interaction effects), we find similar behaviour in terms of community richness as was observed for the in vitro synthetic community of Vandermaesen et al. [11] , namely the establishment of a stable community of reduced richness compared to the initial inoculation of 13 SFIs.
The increased in silico community diversity in the case of competition based on mineralization rate µ interaction effects, compared to lag time l effects, can be ascribed to a more balanced competition structure in the former case, and more specifically its relatively higher intransitivity. A competition structure is transitive if the constituent species can be ranked in a strict competitive hierarchy, and hence intransitivity refers to the lack of such a strict hierarchy [41] . This characteristic can be quantified for example using a measure of relative intransitivity proposed by Laird and Schamp [42] , denoted by R I . This index takes values in the unit interval, with larger values corresponding to more intransitive competition structures. Using this index, we find that Matrix M µ is more intransitive than Matrix M l , with a relative intransitivity of R I = 0.83 compared to R I = 0.80, respectively. 
Diversity
After observing the richness effects due to the different forms of competition, we now consider community diversity. We do so using the Leinster-Cobbold diversity index [43] , an effective number index that also includes a sensitivity parameter q that determines how much weight is assigned to rare or common species. For q < 1, more weight is given to rare species (q = 0 corresponds to species richness), while for q > 1 more weight is given to common species. All species are weighed equally by their proportions for q = 1 [43] .
For each of the four competition matrices, we calculate the Leinster-Cobbold diversity index over time, for different values of q, so that we may gather information about the composition and balance of the communities, as well as their changes in diversity as the different simulations evolve.
In Figure 5 we show the average Leinster-Cobbold diversity over time for deterministic and non-deterministic competition based on lag time l interaction effects, for varying values of the sensitivity parameter q. With different values of q, we can infer changes in species richness (for low values of q), evenness (for high values of q) and diversity (for q = 1). Hence we calculate the diversity profiles for q 2 {0, 1, 20}.
Initially, the community undergoes a sharp drop in evenness (seen in differences between the two curves for q > 0 relative to the q = 0 curve), while richness is maintained at its initial level. The time to the first species extinction is roughly similar for all replicates, namely around 250 generations. This period represents the time required for spiral spatial structures to begin to form (see Section 3.3.3) , and the first species to be entirely surrounded by its predator(s) and killed off. Following the first extinction, others follow as they are enabled by the spatial structures as the species have aggregated sufficiently to begin to chase each other around the grid.
The q = 1 and q = 20 curves approach each other late in the simulation time, indicating that relatively high evenness is maintained for significant periods of time. However, the higher order diversities are significantly less than the zero order diversity (richness), indicating that in the later stages of the in silico experiments, multiple species continue to coexist but these communities are quite uneven, in agreement with the dynamics of the in vitro synthetic community [11] . Finally, we again observe a stabilizing effect when considering non-deterministic rather than deterministic in silico competition, in terms of time to first extinction and final community diversity. In Figure 6 , we compare the changes in diversity for communities subject to deterministic and non-deterministic competition based on mineralization rate µ interaction effects. Diversity is higher here than for the two previous competition matrices, for all values of q. Additionally, the communities are more even. Notably, in Figure 6 the q = 1 and q = 20 curves never overlap, indicating higher levels of evenness compared to the previous competition matrices which resulted in converging curves. This can also be inferred by the smaller distance between the q = 0 curve and the q > 0 curves in Figure 6 , which indicates relatively more species coexisting in relatively more even communities. The minor stabilizing effect of non-deterministic competition compared to deterministic competition can also be observed in terms of diversity maintenance and time to first extinction. 
Spatial Structures
These diversity effects, and the spatial dynamics underlying them, can also be observed in Figure 7 , where we show two representative examples of the grid configuration at T = 1000 generations for non-deterministic competition based on lag time l (Figure 7a ) or mineralization rate µ (Figure 7b ) interaction effects. As was observed in Figures 5 and 6 , competition based on the former results in more uneven communities than competition based on the latter. In the former case, sufficient species are present in sufficient numbers to form the spiral patterns characteristic of this type of individual-based models, which have been shown to help maintain coexistence [40] . These patterns also qualitatively resemble those observed in in vitro experiments where a similar synthetic community of SFIs was co-cultured with MSH1 in the presence of BAM [18] . The spiral formations also enable spatial refuges, which have been observed to support species coexistence by allowing vulnerable species to persist at low but still significant levels [44] . Such refuges can be observed for example in Figure 7b for multiple species.
(a) ( b)
"S9" "S22" "S51" "S158" "S164" "K27" "K52" "K62" "K67" "K89" "K112" "K129" "K169" Figure 7 . Examples of in silico communities at T = 1000 generations with emergent non-deterministic competition based on (a) l effects, and (b) µ effects.
Community Composition
Having studied community diversity effects, we can now turn our attention to the composition of these persisting subcommunities. In Figure 8 , we show the persistence probability for each SFI for deterministic and non-deterministic competition based on lag time l interaction effects. The results reflect the dynamics illustrated in Figure 7a : S9 is the dominant strain, but it is a member of a subgroup of SFIs that are present in the majority of the simulations. This is unsurprising, since S9 was the strongest competitor in the two competition structures based on l interaction effects (M l and M ⇤ l ) and thus it is the dominant SFI in the persisting subcommunity, which we recall is quite uneven (see e.g., Figures 5 and 7) . In more than 80% of the simulations, we observe the same SFIs persisting together: S9, K67, K169, K27 and K89. This is true for both the deterministic and non-deterministic competition cases.
Thus our model is able to qualitatively reproduce the in vitro dynamics of a persisting smaller subcommunity [11] . These dynamics have also been observed for communities of microbial species [18] as well as for communities of higher organisms [45, 46] . Another subgroup of persisting SFIs is found for deterministic and non-deterministic competition based on mineralization rate µ interaction effects (Figure 9 ), once again matching qualitatively the dynamics observed in in vitro synthetic communities. The members of this subgroup are not entirely the same as for Figure 8 . Instead we find K169, K52, S158, K27 and S9 coexisting in more than 80% of the simulations. The strains in the persisting subcommunity are also more equal in terms of their persistence probabilities (and hence their extinction probabilities) than was the case for competition based on l interaction effects (Figure 8 ). These SFIs are also more equally matched in terms of their competitive strengths (see M µ and M ⇤ µ ). These factors result in these subcommunities being able to maintain significantly higher evenness levels than the other competition structures, as we noted when studying the diversity of these communities ( Figure 6 ). The partial overlap in membership of the persisting subcommunities in the l and µ cases may be ascribed to the fact that the dominance of a particularly adept competitor may be reflected in both the growth parameters under consideration. Strain Persistence probability (a) ( b) Figure 9 . Probability of finding each strain in the community after 1000 generations) for (a) deterministic and (b) non-deterministic emergent competition based on µ effects.
Finally, we examine extinctions in our different communities. We have seen that extinctions are frequent, but generally limited to the same set of SFIs. In Figure 10 , we show the average time to extinction for each SFI, for deterministic and non-deterministic competition based on lag time l interaction effects. We note again that these are slightly longer for non-deterministic competition compared to deterministic competition, and always occur after an initial period of spiral formation (~300 generations). One strain, K129, collapses to extinction not long after spiral formation has commenced; this strain is the weakest in both competition structures. After it disappears, there is another lapse before extinctions recommence and thereafter proceed fairly regularly until the community is reduced to the persisting uneven subcommunity dominated by S9 (which never suffers any extinctions) and the other strains in small proportions. For deterministic and non-deterministic competition based on mineralization rate µ interaction effects (Figure 11 ), we notice a reduction in extinction times compared to competition based on lag time l interaction effects. This may seem counterintuitive given that we have already observed these communities to be more stable, however the key point is that fewer species go extinct. Those that do collapse to extinction do so more quickly, but this does not affect the stability of the persisting subcommunity. Now S9 is not the only SFI to never suffer extinctions, but it is joined by the other members of the persisting subcommunity (S158, K52 and K169), again indicating that this subcommunity is more even and thus more stable than in the cases of competition based on l interaction effects. 
Conclusions
We have studied the in silico counterpart of an in vitro synthetic community of 13 SFIs in co-cultures of varying richness with MSH1. These SFIs had been selected based on their potential for improving the BAM mineralization performance of MSH1 for bioaugmentation applications. We developed an IBM representing the in silico counterpart of this synthetic community, where competition structures were constructed based on pairwise competition outcomes, using data related to lag time l and mineralization rate µ interaction effects in terms of mineralization performance.
Our model was able to recover the qualitative dynamics observed in in vitro experiments with similar synthetic sand filter communities: the majority of the community collapsing to extinction and a subcommunity persisting [11, 18] . The memberships of these subcommunities were consistent, and their presence could be explained based on their attributes as represented in the competition matrices. The simulation outcomes were explained based on the underlying competition structures (notably by their intransitivity) and the resulting spatial dynamics. Our results highlight the importance of diversity and in particular evenness in stabilizing the community dynamics, in agreement with previous experimental results [47, 48] .
This work therefore serves as a proof-of-concept for using IBMs as in silico counterparts of in vitro synthetic communities, as we were able to find a qualitative agreement between the in silico and in vitro dynamics, despite the in vitro experiments not being expressly designed for modelling purposes. For example, it would also be informative for this purpose to examine in more detail the interactions between the SFIs, not just in terms of effects on BAM mineralization. This could be done, for example, by tracking the growth and survival of SFIs in pairwise co-cultures. Despite this, our model was able to retrieve the qualitative in vitro dynamics, allowing us to interrogate their development, and thereby illustrating the potential of this modelling approach for addressing ecological theories relating to synthetic communities. Cells/mL S9 S22 S51 S158 S164 K27 K52 K62 K67 K89 K112 K129 K169 Figure A2 . SFI monoculture survival curves on acetate [11] .
